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Abstract:
There has been growing in study of reliability in subjects such as survival function,

failure (reversed failure) rate and their properties. Generalized failure (reversed failure)
rate have useful applications in economics, for example supply chain contractor and pric-
ing. Based on Lariviere and Porteus p2001q, Lariviere p2006q and Torrado and Oliveira
p2013q, various notes on generalized failure (reversed failure) rate and elasticity functions
are derived. Also characteristic of increasing generalized failure (reversed failure) rate and
their properties achieved in view of elasticity functions. Lorenz curves have important role
in inequality measure studying and many extensions are discussed up to now. We have
concentrated on aspects of Lorenz curves and their connection with elasticity of Lorenz
curves, distorted Lorenz curve and extended version of distorted Lorenz curve.
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1 Introduction
It is well known fact that besides the distribution of the random variable, can be defined
using the cumulative distribution function or characteristics function. Other functions
such as survival function, failure rate, reversed failure rate, mean residual life function,
generalized failure (reversed failure) rate and elasticity functions are some of those which
are applicable in reliability and also economics. Measure of ageing like above function
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with their major role in the science is notable. Failure rate and reversed failure rate can
be find in many references like Block et al. p1998q and Barlow and Proschan p1996q and
many text books in reliability. Extension of failure (reversed failure) rate such as Lariviere
and Porteus p2001q defined generalized failure rate and Lariviere p2006q obtained distri-
bution with an increasing generalized failure rate (IGFR) which have useful application
in pricing and supply chain contracting problems. The similar extension studied more in
connection with reversed hazard rate by Chachile p2011q, Banciu and Mirchandani p2013q

and recently Torrado and Oliveira p2013q and their references in this field of study. Also,
generalized failure (reversed failure) rate can be defined as elasticity function which have
applications in economics. Oliveira and Torrado p2015q, Pavia and Veres-Ferrer p2016q

and Nanda et al. p2003q obtained notes to properties of reliability specially reversed haz-
ard rate and its properties. Elasticity is one of the most important tool in economics;
which measures how sensitive an output variable is to change in an input variable where
defined as a rate of percentage change in one variable to the percentage of another variable.
Elasticity of the continuous distributions for non-negative random variables discussed in
Veres-Ferrer and Pavia p2012, 2014a, 2014b, 2017q. They expressed various versions of
elasticity and its properties in view of reliability and economic problems. This function in
a concept where using in areas such as demand and supply in economics. Lorenz p1905q

curve and Gini p1912q index are powerful tools used in inequality measure problems and
income distributions. After them lots of references discussed some extension, applications
and characterization in view of income inequality. The connection of them with reliability
aspects is also a question which is studied in some papers. Sordo et al. p2014, 2017q,
Wang et al. p2011q introduced various properties of distorting of inequality measures.
In this paper, we concentrate on version of generalized failure (reversed failure) rate and
connections and properties in view of elasticity functions. Also extension version of dis-
torted Lorenz curve and elasticity criteria corresponding to them is the last part of their
note.

2 Preliminaries

As we know, the utility function up.q measures the risk preference of a decision maker.
Absolute risk aversion pARAq and the relative risk aversion pRRAq measure defined by
Arrow p1965q by Apxq “ ´

u2pxq

u1pxq
and RRA measure by Rpxq “ ´xu

2pxq

u1pxq
“ xApxq. There

exist links between risk measures and some of reliability function such as rpxq “
fpxq

F pcq
,

rrpxq “
fpxq

F pxq
, Opxq “

F pxq

F pXq
and ηpxq “ ´

f 1pxq

fpxq
where are failure rate, reversed failure rate,

odds and Glaser’s function respectively, which are similar to ARA. Generalized failure
(reversed failure) rate is defined as hpxq “ xrpxq prhpxq “ xrrpxqq when Upxq “ kF pxq, k ą 0
which means utility function associated with F , then Apxq “ ηpxq and Rpxq “ xηpxq. A
random variable X with pdf f is said to have a log-concave (log-convex) distribution iff
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for every x1, x2 P D˚, (D˚ is the domain of the random variables) and λ P r0, 1s, we have

fpλx1 ` p1 ´ λqx2q ě pďqfλpx1qfλpx2q.

Also, if hpxq, x P D˚ is differentiable onD˚ Ă p0,8q, then ”hpxq is log-concave (log-convex)
on D˚”, ”h

1pxq

hpxq
is monotone decreasing (increasing) on D˚” and ”plog hpxqq2 ă pąq0 are

equivalent.

Remark 2.1. Increasing generalized failure rate pIGFRq property has important role in
pricing revenue management (Paul p2005q, Lariviere p2006q). It is invariance under the
left and right truncations.

Let X be a non-negative random variable with distribution function F and positive fi-
nite mean µ. The Lorenz curve corresponding to X is defined by Lppq “ 1

µ

şp
0 F

´1ptqdt, p P

r0, 1s where F´1pxq “ inftx;F pxq ě tu, Lpoq “ 0 and Lp1q “ 1. It is continuous, in-
creasing, convex and differentiable. Others inequality such as Bppq “

Lppq

p , 0 ă p ă 1
and Zppq “ 1 ´

Lppq

p . 1´p
1´Lppq

are Bonferroni curve and Zenga curve respectively which
also important in economic specially poverty inequality. Parallel to finding connection
of Lorenz curve and reliability concepts we can calculate for these two curves. Let Xm

be IFRpDFRq, then Lppq ě pďqF´1ppqp1 ´ pq ´
pF´1ppq

logpi´pq
. The mean residual life (mean

inactivity) is

µptq “ EpX ´ t|X ě tq “

ş8

t F pxqdx

F ptq
,

˜

rµptq “ Ept´X|X ď tq “

şt
0 F pxqdx

F ptq

¸

.

It can be expressed by Lorenz (Bonferroni, Zenga) curve, for example

rµptq “ t´
µLpF ptqq

F ptq

“ t´ µBpF ptqq

“ t´
µr1 ´ ZpF ptqq

1 ´ F ptqZpF ptqq
.

Young and Rao p2000q found sufficient conditions that Lαppq “ pL1ppqqαpL2ppqqβ is Lorenz
curve as weighted product model where Lippq, α ě 1, β ě 1, i “ 1, 2 are Lorenz curve and
Wang et al. p2011q obtained a general method for creating Lorenz curve in more general
case. Sordo et al. p2017q obtained for L1ppq “ hpLppqq, where h is a distortion function
such that h2 ą 0 and L is a Lorenz curve, then L1ppq is a Lorenz curve. The extension of
their idea can be a direction which discussed in their note.
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3 Elasticity Function in View of Reliability Mea-
sures

Elasticity is one of the most important tool in economics. It measures how sensitive an
output variable is to change in an input variable which is defined as a ratio of the percentage
change in one variable to percentage of change of another variable. The elasticity in
economics can take negative value as probability is not negative but its elasticity can never
be negative. The elasticity of any given function gpxq at any value of x is εgpxq “ xg

1pxq

gpxq
“

d lngpxq

d lnx , where g is differentiable. As Lariviere and Porteus p2001q defined generalized
failure (reversed failure) rate as hpxq “ xrpxq “ ´εF pxq prhpxq “ xrrpxq “ εF pxqq where
F and F are distribution function and survival functions respectively. It is increasing to
consider the special case where the elasticity of fpxq with respect to x is a constant. In
this case, we have lnfpxq “ elnx` a where e and a are constants. Thus we see that f has
constant elasticity if and only if f is a power function. In general, the elasticity of f with
respect to x depends on the value of x. For example if fpxq “ a´bx, then εa´bxpxq “ ´bx

a´bx .
Suppose that the function f is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing, then there is
a well defined inverse function ϕ, defined so that such that ϕpyq “ x if and only if fpxq “ y.
It turns out that if εpxq is the elasticity of fpxq with respect to x, then 1

εpxq
is the elasticity

of of ϕpyqwith respect to x. One of the notion of elasticity function has application in

economics. For demand function Q “ fpP q, the elasticity is defined as
∆Q
Q

∆P
P

. If the change
in P is infinitesimal, the expressions ∆P and ∆Q reduces to differential of dP and dQ

respectively which leads to point elasticity of demand. It is valid not only for demand
function but also for other functions. The most common applications of the aspects of
elasticity of demand is to monopoly theory, where a monopolist is selling a good and the
quantity of the good that is demanded is a function Dppq of the monopolists price p. The
monopolists revenue is Rppq “ pDppq. Does the monopolists revenue increase if increases
his price and how is this related to the price elasticity? We note that Rppq is increasing
(decreasing) in price if and only if lnRppq increases (decreases) as the ln of price increases.
But lnRppq “ lnp` lnDppq, then dlnRppq

dlnp “ 1 ` εDppq where εDppq is the price elasticity of
demand. So revenue is an increasing function of p if εDppq ą 1 (demand is inelastic) and a
decreasing function of p if εDppq ă 1 (demand is elastic). Lost-sales rate pLSRq is denoted
by qpp, xq “ 1 ´ F pp, xq where F pp, xq “ P pDppq ď xq which is distribution function of
demand or probability not lost sale. In this case version of elasticity of rate of lost sales q
for a gain price p and quantity level x defined by

εqppq “ ´p

BF pp,xq

Bp

F pp, xq

which is called LSR elasticity. For more details see Kocabiyikoglu and Popescu p2011q. It
is analogous to generalized failure rate. Lariviere p2006q obtained if prppq is increasing it
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can be maximizer of revenue function Rppq “ p Dppq where p is the price and Dppq “ F ppq

is demand.
Some continuous distributions which have increasing elasticity of survival function can be
seen in Table 1. Let X „ F and Y „ G where Gpxq “ pF pxqqλ (proportional reversed
hazard), then

εGptq “ λεF ptq

and Gpxq “ pF pxqqβ (proportional hazard) implies εGptq “ βεF ptq. Also, a random
variable is said to be AL model (X „ ALpλq) if its cdf can be expressed as Apxq “

F pλtq, λ ą 0 where F be the cdf of X, then

εHptq “ εF ptq.

Suppose Xi „ Fipxq and Yi „ Gipxq “ pFipxqqθi , then εGiptq ď θ2
θ1
εGptq when X1 ěrh X2.

Hence θ1 “ θ2 implies εG2ptq ď εG1ptq, @t.
For example

1. Fipxq “ p1 ´ e´x{λiqαi , i “ 1, 2, then X1 ěrh X2 if λ1 ě λ2 and α1 ě α2.
If λ1 “ λ2 “ λ, then X1 ěrh X2 iff α1 ě α2 and for α1 “ α2 “ α, X1 ěrh X2 iff
λ1 ě λ2, so εX1ptq ě εX2ptq, @t.

2. Fipxq “ 1 ´ e´pt{λiqα (Gupta and Nanda p2001q), then X1 ěrh X2 iff λ1 ě λ2 and
so εX1ptq ě εX2ptq, @t where dose not depend on α.

Remark 3.1. Let MpX, pq be random variable representing the mixture items that its cdf
is FMpX,pqptq “ Σn

i“1piFXiptq where Σpi “ 1. Then

εFMpX,pq
ptq “

1
FMpX,pqptq

rΣn
i“1piεFiptqFXiptqs .

Table 1: Elasticity function of survival function which is increasing

Name of distributions distribution function εF
Uniform pa, bq x´a

b´a
x
b´x

Exponential r0,8q 1 ´ e´λx λx

Normal r0,8q 2Φpxq ´ 1 x?
2nr1´Φpxqs

e´x2{2

Logistic r0,8q 2
1`e´x ´ 1 x

1`e´x

Power function r0, 1s xk kxkp1 ´ xkq´1

Pareto r1,8q 1 ´ x´k k
Gumbel min r0,8q 1 ´ e1´ex

xex

weibull r0,8q 1 ´ e´xk
kxk

The following assertions are noticeable:
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• Suppose that εF 1
and εF 2

be the elasticity of F1 and F2 where are increasing respec-
tively, then their mixture pMq not necessarily εM is increasing. For example, when
X1 „ Expp4q and X2 „ Gp2, 1q, εM “ αX1 ` p1 ´ αqX2 is not increasing.

• For price p and demand Dppq “ F ppq, the revenue R “ pDppq is maximum at p˚

which satisfies in εF pp˚q “ 1.

• Let X „ f and Y “ hpXq be a one-to-one transformation, then

εFY
ptq “ εh´1ptqεFX ph´1qptq.

• εF pxq “ 0, 0 ă εF pxq ă 1, εF pxq “ 1 and εF ą 1 imply perfect inelasticity,
inelasticity, unit elasticity and a situation of elasticity respectively.

• Suppose that εF 1
and εF 2

have increasing elasticity for survival function for random
variables X1 and X2 respectively, then elasticity of survival function of T “ X1X2

is also increasing.

4 Distorted Inequality Curves and Elasticity Func-
tion

Sordo et al. p2014, 2017q considered general forms of Lorenz curves with their role in
modeling by a distortion version of Lorenz curve. As we know, a distortion function is an
increasing function h : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s such that hp0q “ 0, hp1q “ 1. Let Lppq be the Lorenz
curve corresponding to F and h is a distortion function, then L˚ppq “ hpLppqq, 0 ď p ď 1
is a Lorenz curve again (see Sordo et al. p2017q). Suppose Lppq is defined and continuous
on r0, 1s with second derivative L2ppq. Then Lppq is Lorenz curve if and only if pLp0q “

0, Lp1q “ 1, L1p0`q ą, L2ppq ě 0, p P r0, 1sq. Now, consider the following assertion as an
extension of Theorem 3 in Sordo et al. p2017q:

Theorem 4.1. Let h1 and h2 be two distortions functions where twice differentiable such
that h1

iptq ě 0, t P r0, 1s, i “ 1, 2. Then the function rLppq “ h1pL1ppqqh2pL2ppqq defines a
Lorenz curve when L1 and L2 are Lorenz curves.

Proof. It is easy to see that rLp0q “ 0 and rLp1q “ 1 on assuming Li, i “ 1, 2 and hi, i “ 1, 2
are Lorenz curves and distortion functions respectively. The first derivative of rL is

rL1ppq “ L1
1ppqh1pL1ppqqh2pL2ppqq ` L1

2ppqh1
2pL2ppqqh1pL1ppqq

where L1
ip0`q ą 0 and h1

ip0q ą 0 implies rL1p0`q ą 0. Finding the second derivative leads
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to

rL2ppq “ h2
1ppqh1

1pL1ppqqh2pL2ppqq ` pL2
1ppqq2h2

1pL1ppqqh2pL2ppqq

` 2L1
1ppqL1

2ppqh1
1pL1ppqqh1

2pL2ppqq ` L2
2ppqh1

2pL2ppqqh1pL1ppqq

` pL2
2ppqq2h2

2pL2ppqqh1pL1ppqq.

Since hi, i “ 1, 2 is increasing and L2
i ppq ą 0, it follows rL2ppq ą 0. Consequently, rL is

satisfies the condition of Lorenz curve.

The following notes are derived:

• The Bonferroni curve of rLppq can be expressed as

rBppq “
rLppq

p
, p P p0, 1q.

• h2pxq “ 1, @x implies Theorem 4.1 as mentioned in Theorem 3 of Sordo et al.
(2017).

• The expression
rLppq “ L3pL1ppqqL4pL2ppqq (4.1)

where Li, i “ 1, 2, 3, 4 are Lorenz curves, is also Lorenz curve; where pLippq “

pLjppqqγ , γ ě 1, Lippq “ 1´p1´Ljppqqδ, δ P p0, 1s, Lippq “
θLjppq

1´p1´θqLjppq
, 0 ď p ď 1,

for i “ 3, 4 and j “ 1, 2q are special cases of (4.1). Also, Aggarwal p1984q, Rohde
p2009q, and Sarabia et al. p2010q obtained special cases of rLppq “ L3pL1ppqq.

• Let Gptq be the probability generating function of X, rLppq “ pLppqqαGpLppqq is also
a Lorenz curve.

• Let hippq “ pL´1
i ppqqαipγi , i “ 1, 2, αi ą 0, γi ě 1, then

rLppq “ h1pL1ppqqh2pL2ppqq “ pα1`α2pL1ppqqγ1pL2ppqqγ2

as extension of the Sarabia-Castillo-Slottje class of Lorenz curve.

• Let hippq “ 1 ´ p1 ´ pq expt´γir1 ´ p1 ´ pqλ{βisu, β P p0, 1s; γi ą 0, then

rLppq “ 1 ´ p1 ´ pqβ1`β2 expt´pγ1 ` γ2qpu

which is an extension of Lorenz curve proposed by Zuxiang et al. p2009q.

• Let hippq “ pL1ppqqαipL2ppqqβi , αi, βi ě 1, then it is an extension of Wang et al.
p2011q Lorenz curve.
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• rLppq “ pαr1´Lλp1´pqβsη where Lλppq “ eλp´1
eλ´1 , λ ą 0 is the Lorenz curve proposed

by Chotikapanich p1993q which rLppq ia closely related to L˚ppq “ pαr1 ´ p1 ´ pqβsη

which can be a generator efficient Lorenz curve models as mentioned in Wang and
Smyth p2007q.

The elasticity of the Lorenz curve Lppq can characterize based on elasticity via

εLppq “ p
L1ppq

Lppq
, p P p0, 1q.

For rLppq which is introduced in (4.1), we have the following theorem:

Theorem 4.2. Let Lippq, i “ 1, 2 be a Lorenz curves and hi, i “ 1, 2 be convex distortions.
The distorted Lorenz carve

rLppq “ εL1ppqεh1pL1ppqq ` εL2ppqεh2pL2ppqq. (4.2)

Proof. From the definition of elasticity function and (4.1) we obtain

ε
rL
ppq “ p

rL1ppq

rLppq

“ p
L1

1ppqh1
1pL1ppqqh2pL2ppqq ` L1

2ppqh1
2pL2ppqqh1pL1ppqq

h1pL1ppqqh2pL2ppqq

“ p
L1

1ppq

L1ppq
.L1ppq

h1
1pL1ppqq

h1pL1ppqq
` p

L1
2ppq

L2ppq
.L2ppq

h1
2pL2ppqq

h2pL2ppqq

“ εL1ppqεh1pL1ppqq ` εL2ppqεh2pL2ppqq

which is achieved (4.2) explicitly.

Remark 4.3. For all special cases which are expressed in Sordo et al. p2017q, we can find
elasticity function of distorted versions. For example, let rLppq “ pL1ppqqαpL2ppqqβ, then

ε
rL
ppq “ αεL1ppq ` βεL2ppq.

Bonferron curve is also expressible in view of distorted elasticity function.

Theorem 4.4. Let Bippq, i “ 1, 2 be Bonferroni curves and hi, i “ 1, 2 be convex
distortions. Then

ε
rB
ppq “ ε

rL
ppq ´ 1.

Proof. On noting rBppq “
rLppq

p where rLppq is defined in (4.1), we have

ε
rB
ppq “ p

d rBppq

dp

rBppq
“ p

p
rLppq

p q1

rLppq

p

“ p
rL1ppq

rLppq
´ 1 “ ε

rL
ppq ´ 1.
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Remark 4.5. Special case of Theorem 4.4, can be find easily. For example when rBppq “

pBppqqαGpBppqq, then
ε
rB
ppq “ rα ` εGpBppqqsεBppq.

Remark 4.6. Let the random variable X with cdf F and pdf f and wpxq be weight
depending on observed value x where the density of fw is fwpxq “

wpxqfpxq

EW .

• If wp.q is increasing (decreasing) and wpxqrhpxq is decreasing (increasing), then Fw is
DGFR pIGFRq. If wpxqrhpxq is decreasing (increasing), then Fw isDGRFR pIGFRq.

• Consider

rhwpxq “ xrrwpxq

“
wpxq

EpwpXqq
rhpxq

F pxq

LwpF pxqq

so, ε
rh
pxq “ 1 ` εwpxq ` ε

rrpxq ` εF pxqr1 ´ εLwpF qpF pxqqs. For some of weights, we
can find simple forms for ε

rhw
pxq and also similarly for εhwpxq.
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